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Abstract. Conversion of scanned images to the text form, denoted as
optical character recognition or OCR, for contemporary printed texts
is widely considered a solved problem. However, the optical character
recognition of early printed books and reprints of medieval texts remains
an open challenge.
In our previous work, we developed an end-to-end image-to-text pipeline
(via optical character recognition) for medieval texts, named ahisto ocr,
andwe released it togetherwith our test dataset under open licenses. How-
ever, the published system relied on the closed-source Google Vision ai
service as one component, which made the experiments less reproducible.
In this work, we replace Google Vision ai with an open-source ocr
algorithm named PERO and we show that this not only makes the ahisto
ocr pipeline open, but also improves the performance of the system. We
release the updated ahisto ocr systemand its test results again under open
licenses.
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1 Introduction

In recent decades, public access to historical artifacts and documents has im-
proved greatly via generally accessible photo banks and scanned sources such
as the database of the Czechmedieval sources online [7] provided by the Centre
for Medieval Studies of the Czech Academy of Sciences. The utility the of pub-
lished documents further increases in case the data are not provided just in the
image form but also with the recognized texts accessible to further content anal-
ysis via human search and automated natural language processing techniques.

The aim of the ahisto project [1] is to make documents from the Hussite
era (1419–1436) available to the general public through a web-hosted searchable
portal and database. Although scanned images of modern letterpress reprints
from the 19th and 20th century are available, accurate optical character recog-
nition (ocr) algorithms are required to extract searchable text from the scanned
images.

In our previous work [8,10], we have developed the ahisto ocr pipeline
for the image-to-text conversion of medieval texts in multilingual settings. We
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have shown that the open-source Tesseract 4 ocr algorithm [14] was the second
fastest and the most accurate among five different algorithms. [8] We have also
shown that we can further improve the performance of the ahisto ocr system
by using Tesseract 4 for one-column pages and the closed-source Google Vision
ai service [2] for two-column pages. [10] However, using a closed-source ocr
service made our results difficult to investigate and reproduce.

In the current article, we present a new version of the ahisto ocr pipeline
where the Google Vision ai component is replaced with the open-source pero
ocr system [13].We show that this not onlymakes the pipeline completely open,
but the change also improves the performance of ahisto ocr.

In Section 2,we introduce pero ocr. In Section 3,we describe the experiments
we have conducted and the dataset andmeasures that we used in our evaluation.
In Section 4, we report the results of the evaluation. In Section 5, we summarize
our contribution and outline the ideas for future work in the OCR of medieval
texts.

2 Related Work

At icdar 2021, Michal Hradiš and his colleagues from the Brno University of
Technology have presented different aspects of the new pero ocr system [13,12].
Kodym and Hradiš [5] have introduced a page layout analysis algorithm for
early modern and modern hand-written texts. Their algorithm achieved results
comparable to state-of-the-art algorithms on a baseline detection task.

Kišš, Beneš, and Hradiš [4] have presented self-training and masked aug-
mentation techniques for ocr algorithms. Their techniques led to significant im-
provements in performance on the optical character recognition of earlymodern
and modern hand-written and printed texts.

Kohút and Hradiš [6] have showcased an adaptive instance normalization
technique that can reconcile different transcription styles in ocr datasets pro-
duced by different annotators. Their technique makes it possible to use hetero-
geneous datasets to train ocr algorithms.

The pero ocr system uses the above mentioned techniques for the optical
character recognition of earlymodern andmodern texts. The system is available
as a web demo [13] and also as an open-source code at GitHub [12] with pre-
trained models [3].

3 Methods

In our current work, we replace the Google Vision ai component of the ahisto
ocr system with two variants of the pero ocr system: the web demo, with
cloud-like service hosted at the Brno University of Technology, and the open-
source code at GitHub with pre-trained models prepared for deployment at an
independent server. In our previous work, we used the Google Vision ai model
from October 2, 2020. To provide a fair comparison, we also report results with
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a more recent model from August 11, 2022. As a baseline, we also report results
for Google Vision ai and pero ocr alone.

To evaluate the performance of the new ahisto ocr version, we use the word
error rate (wer) on the 120 human-annotated pages from the ahisto dataset [11].
As in our previous work, we lower-cased and deaccented the texts in the dataset
and in the predictions of our system to simulate a full-text search use case.

4 Results

In Table 1, we show that replacing Google Vision ai with pero ocr improved the
ahisto ocr wer by 1.06%, to a very acceptable 2.08%, even when the more recent
Google Vision ai model from 2022 is used in the comparison.

The main complication in direct application of the two tested ocr systems
was caused by the special format of two-column pages that appear in the
scanned document collection with a non-negligible frequency. Whereas Google
Vision ai achieved an extremely high wer of 78.35% on two-column pages with
the earlier model from 2020, the more recent model is much better in analysing
these page formats reaching an acceptable wer of 10.52%. To provide a fair
comparison of pero and Google Vision, we use ahisto ocr with the 2022 Google
Vision ai model in the evaluation.

The two variants of pero ocr achieved different wer. This shows that the web
demo of pero ocr is not necessarily equivalent to the open-source code from
GitHub with the published pre-trained models. To honor our intention to keep
the ahisto ocr system open-source, we employ the GitHub version of pero ocr
in the published ahisto ocr pipeline.

Compared to themore recent Google Vision ai model alone, ahisto ocrwith
pero ocr improved wer by 1.54%. Compared to the web demo of pero ocr alone,
ahisto ocr with pero ocr improved wer by 3.97%.

Table 1: Word error rates (%) of Google Vision ai, pero ocr, and ahisto ocr
evaluated on the ahisto dataset [11]. For ahisto ocr with Google Vision ai (the
second column from the right), we report results with the more recent model
from2022-08-11. For ahisto ocrwith pero ocr (the rightmost column),we report
results with the open-source variant of pero ocr available at GitHub and using
the published pre-trained models. Best results in each row are bold.

Google Vision ai pero ocr ahisto ocr
2020-10-02 2022-08-11 Demo GitHub with Google with pero

One column (103) 4.88% 3.79% 2.83% 2.08% 3.79% 2.08%
Two columns (17) 78.35% 10.52% 31.51% 49.38% 7.43% 9.93%

All pages (120) 16.23% 4.83% 7.26% 9.39% 4.35% 3.29%
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5 Conclusion

In thiswork,we have shown thatwe can replace the closed-sourceGoogleVision
ai service with the open-source pero ocr system to make the results of the
image-to-text ahisto ocr pipeline reproducible and also to improve the overall
performance of the ocr system. We release the updated ahisto ocr system [9]
and its test results [11] under open licenses.
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